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About us
Our mission
Deeply rooted in its Canadian origins, with European-inspired design and style, 
bblüv has succeeded in becoming a well-established brand throughout Canada 
and the US. 

We are committed to providing safe and high-quality products that simplify the 
lives of parents and their children. We are constantly making new efforts in the 
development of our smart, solution-oriented products that showcase the latest 
trends and technological innovations intended to make parenting easier, while 
managing to remain fun and interesting for kids. Our mission is to offer peace 
of mind to new parents all over the world so they can dedicate themselves 
completely to their little ones and the love they have for them.

Spreading its wings outside North America; bblüv is today represented in more 
than 45 countries throughout the world. bblüv remains focused on product 
innovation and uses an outside-of-the-box approach to better support parents 
with young children.

We hope you share our passion and will join us in spreading the lüv!

CORPORATE DIRECTORY

GENERAL INQUIRIES / CUSTOMER SERVICE
info@bbluvgroup.com

MARKETING
marketing@bbluvgroup.com

ORDERS
orders@bbluvgroup.com

SALES
sales@bbluvgroup.com

ACCOUNTING
accounting@bbluvgroup.com
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About us

bblüv in the press
They’re talking about us!
How do we know that we are giving parents what they need and want? 
Our brand has been picked for top lists and articles in various parenting magazines. 
For an extensive list of press hits across all media outlets, visit the press section on our 
website.

The bblüv community
From our core fan base of parents who love our products to the industry accolades 
we’ve received, bblüv is a brand that gets noticed. While we love the press attention, 
we love the families who connect with us on our social media platforms even more. 
We put the needs of parents first and foremost. Building a strong community of loyal 
and enthusiastic customers allow us to design and create products tailored to their 
needs. Our success lies in your satisfaction!

Our awards
Hard work pays off when we are awarded  
for delivering quality and practical products. 

Follow the butterfly
bblüv parents from all over the world can share and spread their lüv through our 
social media platforms. Follow us too! 
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Our feeding category features 
a range of products to help you 
at every stage of your child’s 
development. From feeding plates 
to easy-to-carry containers, bblüv 
focuses on practicality without 
compromising on health or design.
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Designed with
mothers in mind

B0180-L (FDA)
B0183-L (LFGB)

B0161-L (FDA)
B0174-L (LFGB)

B0180-A (FDA)
B0183-A (LFGB)

B0161-A (FDA)
B0174-A (LFGB)

B0175 B0176-XL
32 mm

B0176-L
28 mm

FlöwN KüpN

4 m + 0 m +

PöketN

Portable Silicone Feeding Set
Always on the move with baby? Compact and lightweight, the Pöket Silicone Bib and 
Spoon Set is designed to slip easily into your bag. The built-in neck ties, curved edges 
and deep food pocket of the bib will ensure a clean and comfortable meal wherever 
you are! Once the meal is finished, all you need to do is put the spoon in and roll 
everything back up. The secure clasp button of the Pöket will allow you a hassle-free 
transport. A real game changer.

Features 
• Durable and stain resistant
• Soft, light, and flexible food-grade silicone
• Dishwasher safe (top rack only)
• Set of 2 bibs and 1 spoon
• BPA and phtalate free
• Deep front pocket and rounded edges ensure full coverage of spills - perfect for 

tidier mealtimes!
• Large coverage and pocket to help prevent messes
• Adjustable clasp
• Rolls up easily for  hassle-free transport
• Secure button clasp
• Bib dimensions (open) 8.6 in x 12 in x 1.3 in (21,8 cm x 30,5 cm x 3,2 cm)
• Spoon dimensions: 5.5 in x 1.2 in x 0.9 in (13,9 cm x 3,2 cm x 2,3 cm)

Convertible Silicone Sippy Cup
Looking for all-in-one transition sippy cup as easy as 1-2-3? Look no further! The Küp is 
a spill-proof and complete 5-piece transition set. From sipping from a spout to drinking 
from a straw then directly from the cup, this sippy cup will evolve with your little one and 
encourage him to gain in confidence and independence.

Features 
• Durable and stain resistant
• Dishwasher safe (top rack only)
• Spill-proof
• 5 piece set adaptable to the development of your little one
• Food-grade quality silicone
• BPA and phthalate free
• Soft, flexible silicone that is gentle on gums
• Appropriately sized for babies and toddlers (240ml/8oz)
• Removable easy-to-grip handles
• Dimensions (with handles): 5.4 in x 2 in x 3.3 in (13,7 cm x 13,5 cm x 8,4 cm)

Features 
• Technology to maximize milk expression
• Built-in rechargeable battery 
• Safe and hygienic anti-backflow system
• Oval breast shield with flexible rim for optimal fit and comfort
• Anti-Stasis Draining Function to prevent breast engorgement
• Ultra-quiet, light and compact
• BPA free
• 3 suction modes (massage, stimulation and extraction) and 9 suction levels
• 2 breast shields sizes included (21mm and 24mm) and 2 additional sizes available 

(sold separately)
• Switch to easily change from simultaneous to single expression (left or right)
• Easy-to-use backlit touch screen with time lapse display
• Sealing discs, wet bag, and USB wire included
• Dimensions: 4.3 in. x 4.3 in. x 2.6 in. (10,8 cm x 10,8 cm x 6,7 cm)

Portable Double Electric Breast Pump
Whether you express for medical, comfort or practical reasons, opt for a tool that is both 
efficient and adaptable. Lightweight and portable, the Flöw has it all! For maximum 
milk production, it can be adjusted to your needs with its single or double pumping 
option, its 9 suction levels and 3 suction modes. It is also rechargeable, discreet 
and easy to clean and use. Designed and tested by mothers, the Flöw follows you 
everywhere and adapts to your comfort and lifestyle.
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N KütYümi Platö
B0145-P (FDA)
B0153-P (LFGB)

B0145-G (FDA)
B0153-G (LFGB)

B0145-A (FDA)
B0153-A (LFGB)

B0145-L (FDA)
B0153-L (LFGB)

B0139B0107-LB0107-PB0107-B B0115-L

Döse
4 m + 0 m +4 m +

Features 
• Stackable and interchangeable
• 3 compartments with a large storage capacity of 4 oz
• Protective cap with flexible silicone handle
• Funnel cap for easy pouring
• Dishwasher safe (top rack) and can be sterilized
• BPA and phtalate free
• Dimension: 3 in. Ø x 7 in. (7,6 cm Ø x 17,8 cm)

Ceramic Food Scissors
No more mess or knives needed. Küt takes the hassle out of cutting food including fruits, 
poultry, meat and vegetables into appropriate bite-size portions wherever you are, be it 
at home or on-the-go.

Warm Feeding Plate
The Platö is the perfect plate to introduce your baby to solids while keeping food at the 
right temperature. Just pour hot water into the chamber and voilà!

Features 
• Durable, rust-free and remains sharp
• Hygienic, resistant to germs, bacteria and stains
• Safe and portable with a removable cover included
• Food-grade ceramic
• 5.8 in. x 2.55 in. x 0.51 in. (14,7 cm x 6,5 cm x 1,3 cm)

Features 
• Strong suction base made of FDA-approved silicone
• Safety cap prevents hot water from pouring out the plate 
• Made from non-toxic plastic and food-grade silicone
• 3 separate, perfect portion-sized compartments
• Durable, stain-resistant and anti-bacterial material
• Dishwasher safe
• BPA and phtalate free
• Dimension: 7.25 in. Ø x 2.25 in. (18,4 cm Ø x 5,7 cm)

Silicone Plate & Spoon Set
Teach your little one how to eat independently thanks to the innovative anti-spill 
technology and built-in suction base. Plus, the four divided sections are appropriately 
sized portion compartments, corresponding to the national food guide, ensuring 
balanced meals.

Features 
• Curved-edges facilitate self-feeding
• Minimize messes by placing straight edges closest to child
• 4 separate compartments
• Strong built-in suction base hidden under the plate suitable for any surface
• Microwave and dishwasher safe
• Includes a soft, safe and flexible spoon
• Durable, stain-resistant, hypo-allergenic and anti-bacterial silicone
• BPA and phtalate free
• Plate dimension: 7.4 in. x 6.3 in. x 1.1 in. (19 cm x 16 cm x 3,5 cm)
• Spoon dimension: 5.5 in. x 1.2 in. x 0.5 in. (13,9 cm x 3,1 cm x 1,35 cm)

Multipurpose Stackable Container
The multi-purpose stackable containers are practical, compact and convenient to 
carry snacks and even baby formula on-the-go.
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B0122-LB0122-A B0123-LB0123-A

Foöd Bentö
3 m +0 m +

Insulated Food Container with Spoon
With its double wall stainless steel insulation, the Foöd is the ideal accessory to keep any 
meal hot or cold and ready when needed, without risk of leakage. It fits anywhere, and 
its wide opening allows for easy access to the bottom.

Sealed Lunchbox with Spork
The three individually sealed sections are perfect for a mess-free lunch box! Plus, the 
appropriately sized portion compartments are perfect to store a complete meal 
wherever you go.

Features 
• Keeps food at a food-safe temperature, hot (6 hours) or cold (8 hours)
• Interior made from food-grade 18/8 stainless steel (304 steel)
• Leak-proof
• Microwavable lid can be used as a bowl or a drinking cup 
• Foldable spoon stored under the lid
• Easy to clean, durable and stain resistant
• Perfectly sized for traveling with a capacity of 300 ml (10 fl. oz)
• BPA and phthalate free
• Dimension: 3.5 in. Ø x 5.4 in. (8,8 cm Ø x 13,8 cm)

Features 
• 3 individually sealed compartments
• Leak-proof
• Dishwasher safe
• Freezer friendly
• Microwave safe
• BPA free
• Comes with a spork stored in a isolated compartiment
• Capacity: 2x 100 ml (3.38 oz) & 1 x 200 ml (6.76 oz)
• Dimension: 4.45 in. Ø x 6,85 in. (11,3 cm Ø x 17,4 cm)
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Greatconnection
We know how important your child’s 
well-being is for you. That is why our 
care line continues our commitment 
to high-quality products to meet 
their every need in the comfort of 
your own home.
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Clean from 
head to toe

Üvi
B0142 6-12 m

B0159
3-6 m
B0158

0-3 m
B0157

B011912 m
B0160

B0116 BO118
Toddler

B0117
Infant

BO170
Kid

Sönik Trimö
0 m + 0 m +

Features 
• Gentle, painless and extremely quiet
• Anti-slip edge
• 2-speed switch
• Includes 4 replaceable filing discs, one for every stage
• Additional filing discs available (sold separately)
• Includes a handy carrying case & stand
• Requires 1 AA battery (not included)
• Dimensions: 4.7 in. x 1.9 in. x 1.3 in. (12 cm x 4,8 cm x 3,3 cm)

Features 
• Kills 99.9% of germs 
• Portable, lightweight and compact design
• Hygienic, safe and easy to use
• Quick sterilization (3 min.)
• Sterilizes pacifiers, baby bottles, bottle nipple, sippy sprout,  

toothbrush heads, nasal aspirator tips and more
• Long life UV bulb (more than 2000 hrs)
• Requires 2 AAA batteries (not included)
• Dimensions: 3.2 in. Ø x 3.6 in. (8,1 cm Ø x 9,1 cm)

Features 
• Easy grip with food-grade silicone handle
• Practical LED light to help you see in your baby’s mouth
• Two minutes timer and pulses every 30 seconds to alert to move to the next 

quadrant of the mouth (corresponding to dentist recommendation)
• Stimulating vibrations for a soft cleaning and gum massage
• Safe to use, even on newborns
• Includes 2 brush heads (Infant and Toddler)
• 1 AAA battery included
• Sterilisable Brush (compatible with the bblüv Üvi Sterilizer)
• Toothbrush dimensions: 1.1 in. Ø x 3.9 in. (2,8 cm Ø x 9,9 cm)
• Brush heads dimensions: 0.4 in. Ø x 2.3 in. (1 cm Ø x 5,9 cm)

4 in 1 UV Sterilizer
Clinically-proven sterilizer powered by the same efficient technology used for dentists’ 
instruments. Eliminates germs and bacteria from pacifiers, bottle nipples, sippy cup 
spouts and toothbrush heads using ultralight sterilization. The ideal and healthiest option 
instead of harmful chemicals. Small and compact, it is perfect for sterilizing on the go.

2-Stage Ultrasonic Toothbrush
Have fun teaching your child to brush their teeth with Sönik, our safe battery powered 
toothbrush. Soft vibrations massage gums while soft bristles gently and thoroughly  
clean teeth and gums. A two minute timer with pulses every 30 seconds alert you to 
move to the next quadrant of the mouth, corresponding to dentist recommendations.  
The perfect way to instill good oral hygiene early on and prevent cavities later on.

Electric Nail Trimmer
No more worrying about pricking little fingers with the Trimö, the safe and gentle tool 
for trimming baby’s sensitive nails. Rest assured that the soft discs will only tickle their 
fingers, making the experience painless for baby and less stressful for you.
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Echö
B0125B0113 B0132B0127

Kilö Rinö Nöze
0 m + 0 m + 0 m +

Features 
• Secure and non-invasive
• Compact and ergonomic design
• High sensitivity and clear sound (3 MHz)
• Lightweight and portable
• Comes with an earphone splitter so two people can listen at the same time
• Includes a pair of headphones, a recording cable and a carry bag
• 9V battery also included
• Dimensions: 4 in. x 2.8 in. x 2 in. (10,2 cm x 7,1 cm x 5,1 cm)

Features 
• Very accurate (± 5 g/0.01 lb) and easy to use
• Large LCD display
• Tare mode (zero-scale)
• Hold function makes reading easy when baby moves
• Measuring units kg|lb|oz
• Low battery indicator and auto power off
• Weight overload warning (maximum capacity: 44 lbs/20 kg)
• 1 CR2032 included
• Dimensions: 22.1 in. x 13 in. x 1.6 in. (56 cm x 33 cm x 4,1 cm)

Digital Baby Scale
Monitor your baby’s weight gain from the moment home. Easy to use, accurate and 
durable, the Kilö provides peace of mind by tracking of your baby’s growth and weight, 
especially when exclusively breastfeeding. Its sleek and ergonomic design makes it a 
great accessory for your baby’s room.

Wireless Fetal Doppler
Enjoy every moment of your pregnancy with this portable device that allows  
you to hear and record your baby’s heartbeat, kicks and hiccups in the privacy of your 
own home. You can now share the precious sounds of your baby with your loved ones. 
Let the bonding begin!

Features 
• Provides a unique gentle continuous suction 
• Soft and safe for newborns, infants and toddlers
• Non-invasive process minimizing contagion
• Ergonomic and easy to use with one hand
• Easy to clean and does not require filters
• Stands upright for convenient use and easy storage
• Leak-proof collection cup
• Comes with 2 sizes of medical grade reusable silicone tips and watertight seals 

(both compatible with the bblüv Üvi sterilizer)
• 2 AA batteries included
• Dimensions: 2 in. x 1.2 in. x 7.5 in. (5,1 cm x 3,1 cm x 19 cm)

Features 
• 100% medical grade (FDA approved), soft and flexible silicone tips
• No filter required making it easy to clean the innovative removable smart valve
• Easy to sterilize (compatible with the bblüv Üvi sterilizer)
• Large mouth-piece allows full suction control 
• Includes a practical travel and storage case
• BPA and phthalate free
• Dimensions when folded in storage box:  

4.6 in. x 3 in. x 1.3 in. (11,7 cm x 7,6 cm x 3,3 cm)

Filter-Free Nasal Aspirator
Safely and efficiently remove mucus from your baby’s stuffy nose with this easy-to 
use nasal aspirator. Specifi cally designed for infants and toddlers, it can clear their 
obstructed airways typically caused by the common cold or allergies. Its compact 
design makes it very portable and the soft tip won’t irritate the inside of baby’s nose.

Battery Operated Nasal Aspirator 
Gently remove excess mucus when baby has a runny nose without irritating the nasal 
passage with the Rino nasal aspirator. It provides a continuous, non-aggressive suction 
that is safe for newborns, infants and toddlers. The medical grade reusable silicone tips 
(infant and toddler size included) clear baby’s nose in a fast and secure process that 
minimizes contagion. It does not require the use of additional filters and is both easy to 
clean and sterilize. 
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Features
Foreheads, armpits, ears, liquids, small spaces Various measure capacity Foreheads, armpits, liquids, small spaces
Quick (1 sec.) and accurate Temperature reading Quick (1 sec.) and accurate
Fahrenheit or Celsius (switch button) Measuring units Fahrenheit or Celsius (switch button)
2 colors display alert: normal and fever Visual display 3 colors display alert: normal, slight and high fever
Yes (silent mode available) Alarm when fever Yes (silent mode available)
20 readings memory recall Memory 32 readings memory recall
Child, adult, object & sound or silent Mode available Surface, body, room & sound or silent
Velour travel bag Storage Carrying case
2 x AAA batteries (included) Power mode 2 x AA batteries (included)
1.6 x 1.9 x 6.1 in. (4 x 4,9 x 15,6 cm) Size 2 Ø x 7 in. (5,1 Ø x 17,8 cm)
Magnetic probe cover Other Automatic shutdown after 30 seconds

Everything
 will

be alright

B0143B0111

Orä Termö
0 m + 2 y +

Non-Contact Digital Infrared Thermometer
Avoid waking up your sick child to track their fever with this precise, instantaneous and 
non-contact thermometer. Designed to not only measure temperature on most body 
parts but also on various surfaces including milk bottles, baby food, bath water, and 
even room temperature. Perfect add-on item to your essential care kit.

Ear & Infrared Digital Thermometer 
Forehead, ear, axillary, child, adult, ambient air, food, milk, bath water... this 
thermometer measures it all! This 5-in-1 fast and precise digital infrared thermometer 
is designed with both non-contact and auricular sensor options, making tracking 
temperature on most body parts or on various surfaces as easy as possible. Its compact 
design with practial pouch allows you to easily carry it anywhere you go. The Orä is the 
only thermometer you will need for the entire family.
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Your child’s sleep is of the utmost 
importance and all of our products 
are created with you as a user in 
mind. We want to provide you with 
the added reassurance of your child’s 
comfort to ensure you can rest at the 
same time as they do.
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Features 
• Fast and accurate reading
• Clock and alarm (12h or 24h format)
• Temperature and humidity level display
• Room comfort indicator
• Easy to read high contrast LCD screen
• Retractable back stand
• Measuring units: Fahrenheit or Celsius
• Requires 2 AAA batteries (not included)
• Dimensions: 2.5 in. x 4.5 in. x 0.9 in. (6,4 cm x 11,4 cm x 2,3 cm)

2 in 1 Digital Thermometer/Hygrometer
Keep track of your child’s environment by measuring both the temperature and 
humidity level in their room. The unique comfort indicator is easily seen on a high 
contrast digital screen.

Igrö
B0105B0151

N UmidöN Moskitö
B0169

Püre
B0165 B0172

4-in-1 Ultrasonic Humidifier
The Umidö regulates the humidity level in baby’s room while diffusing a cool and soothing 
mist for his well-being. Choose the optimal level of comfort thanks to its 3 adjustable output 
levels and add a few drops of essential oil to create a naturally soothing environment. Ultra 
quiet, the Umidö automatically maintains the humidity level for up to 28 hours and shuts off 
when it runs out of water. It offers the added convenience of a top-fill design and a remote 
that allows you to control from a distance. 

Features 
• UV LED light and suction vent technology
• One-touch button design makes it safe and easy to use
• LED UV light with suction vent - Traps and air-dries flying insects
• Removable and easy to clean anti-escape Collection Tray
• Ultra quiet and energy efficient
• Compact and lightweight
• Comes with a onvenient USB cable can connect to various devices  

(USB Adaptor not included)
• Dimension : 6 in. X 6 in. X 8,7 in. (15,2 cm x 15,2 cm x 22,2 cm)

Features 
• 3-way air purification system: HEPA, carbon activated and ionization
• Removes up to 99.7% of molds, mites, bacteria, allergens, pollen, viruses, smoke 

and odors, including the main asthma triggers
• Eliminates unpleasant odors
• 2-speed air purifying intensity with a colored LED indicator allowing adjustability
• Ultra quiet and energy efficient
• Recommended for small rooms such as nurseries and children room (Ages 0+)
• Ozone free filtration
• Includes a USB power cable (6 ft./1.8 m)
• Replacement filters available (sold separately)
• Dimensions: 4.3 in. Ø x 8.3 in. (10,7 cm Ø x 20,8 cm)

Silent Anti-Mosquito Lamp
The Moskitö is a compact flying insect control device that will help protect the skin of 
the entire family. This easy to use lamp attracts flying insects with its UV LED light then 
uses a ultra quiet suction vent to trap them in the removable anti-escape hidden 
chamber. Whether you want to keep them out of the nursery, the playroom or any other 
well-frequented indoor area, its lightweight and portable design will allow you to carry 
it anywhere you need it!

Features 
• Ultrasonic cool mist humidifier with intelligent humidistat that maintains desired 

humidity level for up to 28 hours continuous run time
• Anion air purifier that reduces bacterial proliferation
• Various programming options including child lock and comes with a remote
• Digital back lit LCD screen displays humidity and temperature levels
• Aroma and essential oil diffuser
• Timer (up to 8 hours) and automatic shut-off when water tank is empty
• 3 mist output levels with 360-degree output lid
• Digital control panel
• Large-capacity top-fill removable tank (1 gal./4 L.) and water level window
• Ultra-quiet (less than 35db)
• Requires no filters for easy maintenance
• Covers area up to 269 sq./ft. (25 sq./m)
• Available in Fahrenheit or Celsius version
• Dimension: 7.4 in. Ø x 8.2 in. (18,8 cm x 20,8 cm)

3-in-1 HEPA+ Air Purifier
The Püre provides healthier air quality and a comfortable environment for the whole 
family. Our advanced air purifier uses certified HEPA+ filters with activated carbon and 
ionising technology that removes up to 99.7% of allergens and pollutants. The use of a 
HEPA+ filter  is particularly recommended for people  
with allergies or breathing problems. 
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B0106 B0136B0120B0167

Snuggled  
little baby

Pilö SleëpN Ergö
0 m + 0 m + 0 m +

Features 
• Ultra ergonomic design 
• Endorsed by pediatricians and other medical specialists to help prevent  

Flat Head Syndrome (plagiocephalia) between 0-12 months
• Universal use in crib, bassinet, playpen, baby gym, car, bouncer seat, swing,  

stroller or on the Mülti or any play mat. Perfect for travelling with baby 
• Available in two colors and high quality, breathable fabrics:  

Pearl White (soft cotton jersey) and Cool Grey (breathable mesh)
• Easy to use and clean, machine washable 
• Dimensions: 9.3 in. x 8.5 in. x 1.3 in. (23,6 cm x 21,6 cm x 3,3 cm)

Features 
• Convertible design with 3 positions: hands up, hands down or hands out
• Natural sleep position allows self-soothing, prevents baby from scratching  

and promotes better sleep patterns
• Soft, durable, breathable and easy to clean
• Comfortable, safe and adaptable to baby’s preferred sleep position
• Double-slide system to fix the detachable sleeve or to close for pod position 
• Resealable and convenient back pocket to store sleeves so they never get lost
• 3-way Smart Zipper front opening system to facilitate the passing of straps  

with protective flaps
• Hip-friendly design with a lot of room for baby to flex legs naturally
• 4 sizes available: S, M, L and XL

Convertible 3-in-1 Swaddle
Thanks to its innovative design, this unique swaddle system with 3 arm positions creates 
a comfortable and safe sleep environment for your baby. Its convertible design adapts 
to baby’s favorite sleeping position whether it be arms to chest, hands up or hands out 
providing better and longer sleep time for both you and your baby.

Ergonomic Headrest
The Pilö is a nest-shaped pillow that relieves any pressure on the back of baby’s head 
and neck by keeping it aligned. Washable and breathable, it helps to develop a round 
and healthy skull. Can be used from birth right up to baby’s first flip to tummy.

Features 
• Reduces the risk of cranial deformities (Plagiocephaly and brachycephaly)
• Innovative convertible system developed in partnership with a team of experts in 

industrial design (Patent pending)
• Adaptable design that ensures even distribution and reduces pressure on baby’s 

skull throughout its development
• Positioning pad in hypoallergenic buckwheat scales which allows an adjustment of 

the support of the baby’s skull, back or legs
• Memory foam that adapts to baby’s morphology
• 12° tilt angle  recommended by pediatricians to help reduce gastric reflux and 

regurgitation, and promotes better sleep
• Safety strap that keeps baby on his back and prevents him from slipping
• Adjustable according to baby’s development
• Soft, breathable and machine washable fabric
• Wedge: 23 in. X 15 in. X 3.2 in. (58,4 cm x 38 cm x 8 cm)
• Headrest Pillows: 10,4 in. x 7.3 in x  1 in. (26,5 cm x 18,5 cm x 2,5 cm)
• Buckwheat positioning pad: 13.8 in. X 3.5 in x  2 in (35 cm x 9 cm x 5 cm)

Complete Set of Ergonomic Pillows
The patented Ergö was designed by parents to ensure optimal comfort and support for 
your baby. Its reversible and washable wedge pillow allows you to both support your 
belly during the last months of pregnancy and elevate your baby’s head and torso. Its 
unique system of ergonomic, convertible head cushions has been developed by experts 
to meet the changing needs of baby’s neck support. Finally, its positioning cushion filled 
with buckwheat scales allows the perfect adjustment of baby’s skull, back or legs.
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HibüKübe

Glow in
the dark

Features 
• 15 music and sound options: 10 lullabies, 4 nature sounds and 1 heartbeat 
• Includes 3 interchangeable projection plate themes: Soothing Sea,  

Starry Night & Peaceful Forest
• Voice activated to start whenever baby cries
• Auto shut-off after 30 minutes and timer feature to let baby fall asleep
• Requires 3 AA batteries or a micro-USB input (not included)
• Dimensions: 3.9 in. x 3.9 in. x 3.9 in. (10 cm x 10 cm x 10 cm)

Features 
• Soft, baby safe and shock-resistant silicone
• 9 multicolour LEDs with touch control (tap mode)
• 3 auto shut-off timers (15, 30 and 60 min.) & automatic shut-off after 2 hours 
• 10 levels of brightness
• 3 multi-colour modes (alternate, transition and selected)
• Includes an easy-to-use remote control
• Rechargeable battery (USB cable included)
• Up to 15 hours of continuous use when fully charged
• Compact and lightweight, great for travel
• BPA free, toxic free
• Dimensions: 3.9 in. x 3.5 in. x 4.8 in. (9,9 cm x 8,9 cm x 12,2 cm)

Portable Silicone Night Light
The perfect night companion for your child with easy-to-use touch responsiveness or 
remote control. Ultra lightweight, rechargeable, durable and portable, children can 
carry it with them everywhere they go!

Musical Projection Night Light
Help baby fall asleep peacefully using this sound machine that plays soft soothing 
music and projects soft images on the ceiling. With its sound activated option, the  
Kübe can soothe baby back to sleep during naptime and throughout the night.

Features 
• Rechargeable battery that lasts up to 7 days
• Intuitive system with changing colors and icons to facilitate sleep training
• Large, easy-to-read digits - ideal for learning to tell the time
• Quick and easy to program
• Child safety lock
• 7 levels of brightness
• Morning alarm option
• Compact, lightweight and portable
• Dimension: 4.4 in. X 1.38 in. x 5.9 in. (11,2 cm x 3,5 cm x 15 cm)

Night Light and Learning Alarm Clock
The Klöck will quickly become a staple in your little one’s room. Use its intuitive changing 
color and icon system to help your child figure out when it’s time to go and get up 
of bed. Then teach your child to tell time on its high-contrast display. Thanks to its 
rechargeable battery, you can use it anywhere and its 7 levels of brightness will let  
you find the ideal reassuring glow. With the Klöck, enjoy better nights and mornings!

KlöckN

0 m +
B0154B0137B0147
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shift

2.4 GHzViyüCäm
B0138 B0124B0171

Camera
only

Wifi Baby Monitor
Thanks to its innovative design and easy to use mobile app, the Viyü sets itself apart 
as a useful yet compact baby monitor. Your days of sneaking in the nursery for a quick 
check-up are over!

HD Video Baby Monitor
The Cäm is a complete and durable baby monitor to bring peace of mind to new parents. 
Now you can keep an eye on your precious loved one day and night, without having to 
walk in the room and disturb their needed sleep. With crisp motion activated sound, the 
Cäm also delivers HD quality image during the day and infrared vision at night. It also 
features 2-way communication and pan, tilt and zoom functions on the camera. 1 camera 
is included and is expandable up to 2 cameras (additionnal camera sold seperately). 

Features
4.3 in. HD color display monitor with infrared night vision Visual display HD 1080p with LED infrared night vision
Pan (350 °), tilt, zoom (x2), volume and luminosity remote control Camera control Zoom (x2) and video recording via mobile app †

Side by side split screen compatible with 2 cameras Screen sharing Screen sharing available on mobile app †

2 High-sensitive microphones and 2-way communication Communication High-sensitive microphone and 2-way communication
5 soothing lullabies and sounds Sound and music Motion and sound detector
Temperature sensor Sensor Temperature and humidity sensor
Feeding tracking with alarm available Tracking N/A
300 m Range Wifi connection* with mobile app †

Rechargeable battery (monitor) with up to 9 hours of autonomy Battery N/A
Wall mounting kit included Support Flexible base for multi-support options
Camera: 2.95 Ø x 4.29 in. (7,5 Ø x 10,9 cm) 
Monitor: 6.22 x 0.75 x 3.46 in. (15,8 cm x 1,9 cm x 8,8 cm)

Size  Camera: 2 in x 11.8 in. x 1 in. (5 cm x 30 cm x 2,5 cm)

* This product only supports routers operating at 2.4 GHz

† Available for 
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Squeeze it, 
mix it

and match it up!

Bath time does not always equal 
fun time but for bblüv, fun is at the 
forefront of our minds in the design 
of our bath care products. bblüv 
does not compromise on baby’s 
comfort and helps you safely make 
bath time a special time.
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Bath time 
buddies

B0146-FB0109-LB0109-PB0109-B B0146-CB0109-OB0152

BüddiesN Käp Kräb
0 m +9 m + 0 m + 0 m +

Features 
• 100% soft and flexible food-grade silicone (FDA approved)
• Adjustable for a perfect fit to protect baby’s eyes and ears
• Lightweight and comfortable
• BPA, phthalate and PVC free
• Dimensions: 24 in. x 3 in. x 0.1 in. (61 cm x 7,6 cm x 0,2 cm)

Features 
• Fast and accurate reading of water or ambient temperature
• Safe to use as a bath toy
• LED indicator warns when temperature is too hot or too cold
• Stands upright for use in baby’s room
• Available in Fahrenheit or Celsius version
• Includes a CR232 battery
• Dimensions: 4.5 in. x 2.9 in. x 1 in. (11,4 cm x 7,4 cm x 2,5 cm)

Features 
• Set of 6 sea creatures (2 Sharks, 2 Seals, 2 octopus) with interchangeable halves
• 100% FDA-grade Silicone
• Durable and non-toxic
• Dishwasher safe (top rack only)
• BPA and phthalate free
• Floats in water
• Pleasing texture for gums
• Helps baby develop his hand-eye coordination
• Soft and flexible silicone - Ideal for  squeezing and squirting bathwater
• Kiss mold goodbye - Separate pieces for easy cleaning
• Shark: 3.6 in x 2.4 in x 2 in (9,2 cm x 6 cm x 5 cm)
• Seal: 3.27 in x 2.8 in x 1.9 in (8,3 cm x 7,2 cm x 4,8 cm)
• Octopus: 2.6 in x 2.9 in x 2.9 in (6,7 cm x 7,3 cm x 7,3 cm)

3-in-1 Thermometer and Bath Toy
Looking for a practical bath time toy? This adorable bath thermometer, serves as a fun 
toy and thermometer to measure ambient and water temperature.

Silicone Shampoo Repellant Cap
Put the fun back into bath time by keeping water and shampoo from dripping into your 
baby’s sensitive eyes and ears. No more tears! The Käp is soft, lightweight, made of 100% 
food-grade silicone, safely and comfortably fits around baby’s head.

Silicone Mix-and-Match Bath Toys
With the Büddies, bath time will become clean good fun! Say goodbye to mold 
with these bath toys that twist appart in the middle for easy cleanup. You can even 
put them in the dishwasher! Let your little one fill, pour, chew, mix and match the 
interchangeable halves of these funny creatures with peace of mind.
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Little help,big step!

B0114-LB0112-L B0114-PB0112-P B0114-BB0112-B B0114-GB0112-G

StëpPöti
18 m +9 m +

N

Features 
• Comfortable, removable and easy-to-clean cushion
• Universal size to fit most regular & elongated seats 
• Non-skid pads hold the lightweight seat in place
• Built-in deflector
• Easy to grip handles provide extra security & stability
• Fun and playful design
• Non-toxic, made from BPA-free material
• 15 in. x 16 in. x 2.4 in (38,1 cm x 40,6 cm x 6,1 cm)

Features 
• Practical and easy to carry around 
• Stable design for sturdy & safe support (up to 250 lbs)
• Foldable & compact, easy to store away after use
• Fun and playful design
• 9.4 in. x 7.5 in. x 7.3 in. (23,9 cm x 19 cm x 18,5 cm)

Folding Step Stool
Help your little one feel like a big kid! Allows small children to reach areas that are still a 
little too high. Very helpful during potty training and teeth brushing.

Potty Seat
This easy-to clean potty seat fits on most toilets and is contoured to hold your child 
securely in place giving your little one more confidence to get through this new 
important milestone. A must-have during potty training!



Pl
ay

In good

Isn’t it great to discover the ultimate 
product to engage your baby?  
bblüv works hard to make that 
possible. Our sturdy and safe  
products provide baby with bright 
pops of color and entertaining 
characters and will make you wish 
you had discovered us before!

hands
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B0150-LB0130 B0149-AB0104 B0150-A B0150-GB0173 B0149-LB0141

GümiMültiDüo Glüv
0 m + 0 m + 3 m + 0 m +

Features 
• Filled with pure water, safely refrigerate for colder sensation and longer soothing 

effect or keep at room temperature for chewy relief
• Safe and super textured for long-lasting relief and fun
• Soothing, stimulating and easy to hold
• Designed to stimulate motor skills
• Made of durable FDA-approved and phthalate-free material
• Dishwasher safe
• Dimensions: 4.1 in. x 3.5 in. x 1.6 in. (10,5 cm x 9 cm x 4 cm)

Features 
• Helps develop baby’s motor and sensory skills through sight, touch, and sound
• Rattle sounds and crinkle paper invigorates your little one
• Contrasting colours stimulate vision 
• Soft fabric, machine washable
• Dimensions: 5.5 in. x 3 in. x 1.5 in. (14 cm x 7,6 cm x 3,8 cm)

Features 
• Provides quick access to self-soothing and keeps baby entertained
• Stays in place on the hand with a safe adjustable strap to prevent constant  

and unnecessary falls
• Interchangeable, it can be worn on either hand
• Protects baby’s hands from irritation and chewing
• Includes a practical wash/carry bag
• Made from safe soft food-grade silicone & resistant fabric with crinkle paper
• Machine washable on cold cycle
• Dimensions: 3 in. x 4.2 in. x 0.8 in. (7,6 cm x 10,7 cm x 2 cm)

Features 
• Ultra-cushy playmat that is shock absorbent  
• Flexible material for security and comfort
• Rollable for easy storage and travel
• Water-resistant and easy-to- clean surface
• Reversible stimulating colors to neutral grey - can easily blend to any decor
• Free from BPA, phthalate, formaldehydes and any other toxic chemicals
• Dimension: 55 in. x 39.3 in. x 0.4 in. (140 cm x 100 cm x 1 cm)

Teething Mitten
Find relief and fun all in one! The Glüv is designed to provide stimulating gum massages 
thanks to its many textures. Baby can self-soothe teething pain without the inevitable 
drop of a regular teething toy. Fun toy with vivid colours and crinkle paper sounds.

Reversible Playmat
Brightly coloured, reversible playmat is the only one you will ever need! Safe, 
comfortable and durable, the Mülti promotes learning and motor skills from the  
very first months and for many years to come.

Teething Toy
Easy-to-grip shape, fun bright colours and multiple textures for a gentle gum massage. 
The Gümi will quickly become the ideal companion for dental flares.

Foot Finders
Guaranteed fun from tip to toe with these cute little coloured socks! The foot finders  
are stimulating and help develop fine motor skills. Can also be used as sock puppets!
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Going out with your baby can be a stressful 
experience, be it a short visit to the park or 
a day trip to the beach. To make the most 
of your outings, our wide range of outdoor 
accessories help you stay organized, 
keep baby safe and entertained all 
while making the experience a lot more 
enjoyable for you and your loved ones.

Sunnyside up
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Great
outdoors

B0103B0135 B0102

Nidö miniNidöSunkitö
0 m + 0 m + 0 m +

Features 
• Perfect for the beach, park or playroom
• Pop-up system makes the folding & unfolding easy
• Protects from the sun (SPF 50+), sand, wind and mosquitoes 
• Integrated smart pocket to tuck in the mosquito mesh when needed
• Window with roll down net curtain protects from unwanted bugs and helps with 

napping
• Includes a carry bag and 3 tent poles
• Dimensions:  

Open : 35 in. x 47 in. x 33 in. (89 cm x 119,4 cm x 83,8 cm) 
Folded: 23 in. Ø (58,42 cm Ø)

Compact 2-in-1 Travel & Play Tent
Ultra compact and light, the Nidö Mini is perfect for the beach, park or playroom!  
The Nidö fabric is anti-UV (SPF 50+) to protect baby’s skin from harmful UVA and UVB rays 
from the sun, and protection from wind, sand and mosquitoes, just like its big brother 
the Nidö. 

Anti-UV Pop-Up Tent with Mosquito Net
Designed to protect your baby from the sun (UVA/UVB rays), sand, wind and mosquitoes 
on family outings. The Sunkitö will provide a well-deserved break while keeping your 
child safe. 

2 in 1 Travel & Play Tent
Compact and light, the Nidö is perfect for the beach, park or playroom! The Nidö fabric 
is anti-UV (SPF 50+) to protect baby’s skin from harmful UVA and UVB rays from the sun, 
and protection from wind and sand. The pop-up system makes folding & unfolding  
easy as 1-2-3.

Features
Ideal as a play area and comfortable enough for baby to rest comfortably outdoors or at home

Anti-UV fabric (SPF 50+) that protects baby’s skin from harmful UVA and UVB rays from the sun
Includes a canopy and retractable mesh to keep mosquitoes away during play or rest periods

Protects from wind and sand

Pop-up system makes folding & unfolding easy and fast
Includes a practical carry bag for the beach or the park and fits easily in your luggage

Equipped with a removable mat and toys* for easy cleaning
* The Nidö comes with 3 toys * The Nidö mini comes with 2 toys

Open: 37 in. Ø x 25 in. (94 cm Ø x 63,5 cm) 
Folded: 16 in. Ø x 6.3 in. (40,6 cm Ø x 16 cm)

Size Open: 36.2 in. x 30 in. x 18 in. (92,1 cm x 76,2 cm x 45,7 cm) 
Folded: 13.5 in. Ø x 2.5 in. (34,3 cm Ø x 6,3 cm)
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Features 
• 24 independent removable floats
• Each float is made of 3 modulable layers to provide optimal flotation
• UPF 50+ sun protection and maintains warmth
• Facilitates evolutive learning to swim 
• Quick and easy to put on and take off
• The safety strap allows for the vest to stay securely in place during use
• The neoprene fabric is durable and soft, ensuring no chaffing
• Hand-washable in cold water

Features 
• Lightweight, soft and comfortable
• Soft and flexible for comfort and freedom of movement
• Durable neoprene that maintains normal body temperature and  

provides SPF 50+ sun protection
• Adjustable size thanks to the various Velcro straps
• Includes a practical carry bag
• Helps parents have a good grip on baby in water
• Hand washable with cold water

Features 
• Protects baby’s feet from splinters, rocks, hot sand and rough surfaces
• Soft, isolated and durable fabric 
• UPF 50+ sun protection
• Ultra flexible and non-slip soles for reliable traction
• Float on water so they never get lost
• Machine washable and dry very quickly

Neoprene Baby Wetsuit
Even the warmest pool water can feel cold to a young baby’s skin. Make water play 
fun with a neoprene super soft wetsuit. Designed to keep babies and toddlers warm in 
water and comfortable out of water.

Protective Water Shoes
The perfect water shoes to protect baby’s feet at the pool, beach or lake, and during 
outdoor activities. The Shoöz provide the same comfort as a pair of socks. Let baby 
safely explore their surroundings with no compromise on safety.

Adjustable Neoprene Swim Vest
Enjoy teaching your child how to swim safely. 24 integrated and securely removable 
floats, make it perfect to learn how to swim at your child’s own pace.

Diving into 
summer

B0168-GR
Sizes XS to L

B0166-GR
Sizes 1-3 & 3-6

B0121-GR
Sizes S & M

B0168-AQ
Sizes XS to L

B0166-AQ
Sizes 1-3 & 3-6

B0121-AQ
Sizes S & M

Shoöz Näj Wräp
12 m + 12 m + 0 m +
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Features 
• Ultra polarized, provide optimal sun protection against UVA & UVB rays
• Ultra-resistant and flexible 
• Comfortable food-grade silicone
• Reversible frame to fit child perfectly
• Carrying/cleaning pouch and cord included
• Dimensions: 4.9 in. x 2 in. x 1.6 in. (12,4 cm x 5,1 cm x 4,1 cm)

Features 
• Ideal for cooling down your baby 
• Durable and waterproof fabric
• Pop-up system allows for instant set up
• Easy to clean with lukewarm water and soap
• Includes a compact and foldable bucket and a carry bag
• Dimensions:  

Open : 29.5 in. Ø x 7.8 in. (74,9 cm Ø x 19,8 cm) 
Folded: 13 in. Ø x 2.3 in. ( 33 cm Ø x 5,8 cm)

Features 
• Anti-UV polarized lenses provide optimal sun protection against UV rays
• Ultra resistant and flexible frame
• Comfortable and adjustable neoprene strap
• Reversible to evolve with infant: (side 1) 0 - 12 m / (side 2) 12 - 24 m
• Includes a clean pouch
• Dimensions: 4.9 in. x 1.4 in. x 1.4 in. (12,6 cm x 3,5 cm x 3,5 cm)

Features 
• Allows baby to cool down during hot summer days
• Perfect at the beach, park or outdoor activities
• Waterproof, durable and easy-to-clean fabric
• Quick and easy setup
• Folds and stores easily in its included carry bag
• Designed to fit in the bblüv Nidö, Nidö mini, and the Sunkitö
• Comes with a compact and collapsible bucket
• Dimensions:  

Open : 8.3 in. x 33.5 in. x 2.4 in. (21,1 cm x 85,1 cm x 6,1 cm) 
Folded: 0.5 in. x 23 in. x 4.5 in. (1,3 cm x 58,4 cm x 11,4 cm)

2 Step Baby Sunglasses
Protect your little one’s eyes when out in the sun with these comfortable and secure 
sunglasses. Simply adjust the straps so glasses hold safely on your baby and you are 
ready to go! Perfect for pool time or strolling in the park.

Baby Paddling Pool
Let your little one splish and splash their way into summer with the Spläsh. Perfectly sized 
for infants and toddlers to enjoy water play on a sunny day. For extra shade, the Spläsh 
can be placed inside a tent including the bblüv  Nidö, Nidö Mini and Sunkitö. Just pour 
water, using the foldable bucket and get ready to splash!

Reversible Polarized Sunglasses
Looking for a cool pair of shades for your little one? Sölar polarized sunglasses offer 
optimal protection against UV rays. Safe, stylish and durable. The only reversible 
sunglasses you will need!

Pop-Up Beach Pool
Setting up the Arenä is as easy as digging a hole in the sand. Simply add water by using 
the foldable bucker and you can relax at the beach while your baby plays safely right 
next to you!

B0134-LB0162-L B0134-PB0162-P B0134-AB0129 B0162-AB0128

Solär Solär miniSpläshArenä
6 m + 6 m + 12 m + 0 m +
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Features 
• 2 L capacity with internal pocket 
• Name & address tag inside bag
• Top grab handle with removable parent’s safety rein
• Padded back and shoulder straps
• Adjustable buckles and harness
• Washable, resistant and durable fabric
• Dimensions: 11.5 in. x 6.5 in. x 5 in. (29 cm x 16 cm x 12 cm)

Complete Diaper Bag
The Ültra Diaper Bag is the only diaper bag you will ever need! Its 30 L capacity includes 
16 pockets and compartments which help you organize all the essentials needed on 
the go. It includes an extra large changing pad with carry straps, an insulated food 
bag, a fleece blanket and can be easily attached to the stroller using the included 
stroller straps. Perfect for one or multiple children!

Toddler Backpack with Removable Safety Rein
The Päk is a perfect toddler-size backpack with removable safety rein to give parents 
control in busy places while encouraging kids to gain independence.

Convertible Backpack Diaper Bag
The Metrö Convertible Diaper Backpack is a real game changer! It is not only spacious 
but can be carried in 5 different ways. Water-resistant and durable,  
this bag is a great long-term investment!

Pack
it up!

UlträMetrö
B0110B0148-LB0148-PB0148-A B0133B0131

Päk
12 m +

Features
Spacious 25 L with wide opening Capacity Spacious 30 L capacity with removable separator
Instant access, innovative side wipes compartment Wipe compartment Instant access, innovative side wipes compartment
15 practical pockets and compartments and built-in wet bag Storage 16 practical pockets and compartments and built-in wet bag 
2 insulated built-in pockets for bottles Insulation pocket Large separated insulated food bag included
Large changing pad with pockets and carry strap Included accessories Extra-large changing pad with pockets, carry strap and blanket
Durable, made of sturdy material and reinforced bottom Material Durable, made of sturdy material and reinforced bottom
5 different ways to carry Carry options 3 different ways to carry
N/A Colors 2 options available
14 in. x 8.5 in. x 8.8 in. (35,5 cm x 21,6 cm x 22,4 cm) Dimensions 19 in. x 11.5 in. x 10.5 in. (48,3 cm x 29,2 cm x 26,7 cm)



CORPORATE DIRECTORY

GENERAL INQUIRIES / CUSTOMER SERVICE
info@bbluvgroup.com

MARKETING
marketing@bbluvgroup.com

ORDERS
orders@bbluvgroup.com

SALES
sales@bbluvgroup.com

ACCOUNTING
accounting@bbluvgroup.com

Summer
       friends
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CATALOG

Designed with care to

Discover

 Lüv 
4 ever

Ergö


